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“Welcome home.”

A Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

THIS

WEEK

To the Class of 2018,
I am very pleased and
excited to present this special
Welcome Week edition of The
Lawrentian to you all! In this
issue, we have a wealth of content specifically geared toward
helping you navigate your first
few weeks at Lawrence.
I most definitely would
be lying if I said I enjoyed my
Welcome Week—it undoubtedly ranks as the worst week
of my entire life. (My following
first few weeks of Fall Term also
ranked pretty high on the misery scale.) However, I focused
on enjoying my classes and
sought out ways to get involved
and find my ‘place’ on cam-

pus—namely becoming a Staff
Writer and, shortly thereafter,
an editorial board member for
The Lawrentian.
As you all settle into your
classes and new routines, I highly encourage you to make picking up a copy of The Lawrentian
every Friday at 5 p.m. a new
habit. As the student newspaper since 1884, The Lawrentian
is the medium on campus that
not only reports on relevant
Lawrence and Appleton news,
but also directly allows students’ voices to be seen and
heard.
All of our writers, photographers, illustrators and editorial board members are stu-

dents just like you, and we seek
to provide an open forum and
space for positive discussion
and discourse on campus. You
all have the power to be heard,
whether it’s through directly
writing for us, sending in a
Letter to the Editor or debating a hot opinions piece over
dinner in the cafeteria. Make
the choice to become engaged
Lawrentians and actively connect with the members of your
new community.
Hopefully you all will come
to love Lawrence as much as I
have. Welcome home.
Sincerely,
—Emily Zawacki ‘15

Photos courtesy of Nathan Lawrence and Lawrence University
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Food cart debut among many changes from Bon Appétit
Rose Nelson
News Editor

______________________

With very little exception, every student at Lawrence
University will eat food from one
of the dining facilities on campus.
The campus’ main dining facilities, Andrew Commons, Kate’s
Corner Store and Kaplan’s Café
and Coffee Shop, can be found in
the Warch Campus Center. This
year, Bon Appétit Management
Company is expanding nourishment options beyond the Warch
Campus Center with the addition
of a food cart to campus.
The new food cart will serve
breakfast behind Main Hall and
lunch in front of the Conservatory.
Other additions to the dining
options offered by Bon Appétit
this year will include daily
Vietnamese iced coffee at Director
Greg’s Noodle Bar, and in addition

to now offering frappes, Kaplan’s
will be debuting a new coffee vendor from Milwaukee. Kaplan’s has
also installed a new LED sign to
announce ready orders to replace
the former system of numbers
being shouted over a loud café.
Bon Appétit is a food management company that operates
in more than 500 cafés in 32
states for various corporations,
universities, museums and specialty venues. The company began
serving Lawrence in 2009 when
The Richard and Margot Warch
Campus Center was opened. The
company prides itself on working
with local ingredients through the
Farm to Fork initiative in addition to procuring humanely raised
meat and eggs.
In recent years, Bon Appétit
has introduced the Spice Market
station in Andrew Commons, as
well as Director Greg’s Noodle Bar
and the sack lunch program at
Kate’s Corner Store.

These and other various
changes by Bon Appétit are due,
in large part, to feedback from
students. “If we receive a lot of
requests for a certain item, we
will put it in rotation,“ said Julie
Severance, the General Manager
of Bon Appétit at Lawrence
University. “We also do a lot of
reading on food trends and try
to incorporate new and different
items into our menu all the time.”
Bon Appétit has also been
strengthening its social media
presence on Twitter and Facebook.
The Twitter page frequently pictures specials of the day as well as
various events.
Severance sits on the Student
Welfare Committee. The committee coordinates between many
campus offices, services and the
student body. By sitting on such a
committee, she is able to hear any
student opinions that are brought
to the committee regarding food
at Lawrence.

The Lawrentian are taking a look
at a few of the diverse programs
our incoming class of juniors took
advantage of this summer.
Timothy Dahlstrom is an
economics major who spent the
beginning of this summer in an
internship for a local nonprofit
called Maya First, which sells

chocolate and water in downtown
Appleton to benefit educational
programs in Belize. He did not
stay in Appleton long, however.
After two weeks, Dahlstrom was
asked to take on a full-time summer position as an economic advisor for Maya First on site in Belize.
Dahlstrom
went
from
Appleton, Wis., to San Ignacio,
Belize in the heart of Central
America. With Belize being the
only country in Central America
that primarily speaks English,
communication was easier than it
might otherwise have been, but in
other ways, the environment was
quite foreign.
“What surprised me the most
was the complete difference in
worlds down there. Small towns
still burn all their trash… It only
costs $25 to send a child to public
school but many families still can’t
afford it,” said Dahlstrom.
He talked with local teachers
and principals and is now writing an economic report entitled
“Opportunity in Dismay,” an analysis of the economic and educa-

Bon Appétiit’s new mobile food cart, the “dub-box,” sits outside the Warch Campus Center.
Photo by Abedin Rafique

Severance also encourages
less formal suggestions. “If ever
a student has a concern about
anything related to food or the
customer service we are providing, they should not be afraid to
approach any manager or stop in

my office for a chat.” Comment
cards are also available for students to make written suggestions.

tional issues in Belize as well as
potential solutions. Dahlstrom
plans to continue to work for Maya
First during the year on a project
addressing Mayan spirituality and
its effect on local economics.
A little closer to home, Alyssa
Gause participated in a program
through the Boundary Waters of
Minnesota and Canada studying
lake ecosystems in the region.
After a few weeks of on-site classes, they began a multi-week excursion canoeing through lakes and
camping with their equipment
at night researching a project of
their choice.
Gause and her partner chose
to study the relationship between
the size of carnivorous pitcher
plants and the concentrations of
nutrients within them. They carried all their supplies with them
while canoeing and camping.
Regarding this experience, Gause
said, “I had never been camping previous to this course, so I
learned a lot about camping and
a lot about being in touch with
the earth. I learned a lot about

myself.”
As a class, they studied water
column samples and learned
about differences between the
environments in different lakes,
which, according to Gause, can be
surprisingly diverse, “All lakes just
look like blue water surrounded
by trees, but one lake might have a
lower clarity level, or different fish
populations, or a different oxygen
content.”
Gause is currently at
Semester at Sea, where she will
spend six weeks in Woods Hole
Massachusetts and six weeks at
sea sailing from Barcelona, Spain
to the Canary Islands, studying
subjects related to marine biology,
ocean conservation and maritime
culture.
Back on campus, Rachel
Lindley, a physics major, spent
the summer with Professor
Brandenburger
investigating phase changes in Rubidium
atoms. By using lasers tuned to
exactly the correct frequency,

Students engage in summer research on- and off-campus
Nathan Whiteman
For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Many college students finish
up the academic year looking forward to a long break that includes
as little thought or motion as possible. Others use their break to the
fullest. To kick off the year, we at

During his summer, junior Timothy Dahlstrom worked with Maya First in Belize.
Photo provided

CAMPUS NEWS & UPDATES
LUCC

Just before students left for summer vacation,
Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC) enacted several changes that will gain increased prevalence on
campus this coming school year.
In Spring Term of 2014, each class was given the
opportunity to vote for four members of his or her
respective academic class. This is different than the
previous LUCC representation system, which was based
on students’ campus residence. The new incoming freshman will be able to elect their own LUCC representatives
during the first few weeks of Fall Term.
Another change that occurred in the waning hours
of Spring Term was the formation of a new initiative.
The Student Alliance Against Sexual Harassment and
Assault (SAASHA) is a new initiative that aims at educating students about sexual violence to help prevent sexual
violence from happening.
“A group of us felt that we needed a more active
group on campus that regularly engages with students
to focus on education and prevention rather than dealing with violence after the fact,” fifth-year and LUCC
President Jack Canfield said. “In our mind, LU students
were clearly the demographic that needed to take charge,
as we are most directly responsible for the culture of our
own community.”
Along with SAASHA, Campus Life has put forward

See page 3

by Brenna Ori and Rose Nelson

a new training program required of all incoming freshman and recommended to all returning students. The
“Think About It” online training course goes over drinking, partying and sexual violence. While the training is
not directly related to SAASHA, it stems from the same
thought process about making Lawrence a safer community.
As the year progresses LUCC will put forward more
new changes to try and improve the Lawrence community.

considering whether to continue running the store on
site and Follett’s proposal made sense.”
Along with encouraging more students to buy textbooks through Lawrence, the online bookstore also
has benefits like trying to reduce the costs of books by
making renting easier. Follett has also promised to work
harder at making more books available.
Despite these advantages, Burrows warns that the
administration will also be keeping a close eye on any
issues that arise from changing systems.

This year, Lawrence students will be able to order
textbooks for their classes from Lawrence’s new online
bookstore.
The bookstore, which previously was open for only
a few weeks at the beginning and end of each term, will
now be open all term long and will make it easier to rent
textbooks. The bookstore was moved online, according
to Dean of Faculty David Burrows, in a mutual agreement
with the company that runs the bookstore, Follett.
There were several reasons for the online move. It
was noticed that a large portion of Lawrence students
were purchasing textbooks online rather than through
the on-campus store.
“[Follett] asked that we consider a change to a
completely online system,” Burrows said. “We had been

December Term, also know as D-Term, is a new
addition to the Lawrence University academic calendar.
From December 1 to December 12, 18 courses will be
offered from a wide variety of disciplines that can be
taken for three credit units.
Each student may enroll in one course, and each
course can only be offered if at least five students are
enrolled. Tuition for D-Term will be discounted from the
usual three unit course. The total fees for tuition, room
and board will be $1,863 with additional costs for some
courses.
In addition to Lawrence’s own offerings, a select few
additional courses from other schools will be available
to Lawrence students during this period. However, these
will not be available for Lawrence credit.

Online Bookstore

New December Term

ADVICE
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10 things an LU freshman should know
Wesley Hetcher
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Meeting new people
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

____________________________________

I’ve been so overwhelmed by
all things new and Lawrentian that
I haven’t really had a chance yet
to start meeting people and making friends. There’s so much going
on around me, I’m not really sure
where to start. Do you have any
suggestions?
The easiest way to meet people is obviously to just go out
and meet people. I can honestly
say I’ve never met a Lawrentian
who wasn’t friendly and welcoming, especially during these first
few weeks in the fall. Anyone
would be more than happy to
have a conversation with you on
just about any topic. Places like
the Warch Campus Center (especially the café), the lobby in the
Conservatory, the first floor of the
library and anywhere outside are
all great places to hang out and
start making friends. Never be
afraid to approach someone and
start chatting.
I know all of the opportunities at Lawrence can seem overwhelming; there’s almost a hundred different ways to be involved
whether that’s clubs, ensembles,
campus jobs or volunteering. Be
sure to check out the Activities
Fair on September 19 in the
Warch Campus Center. Almost
every organization on campus has
a booth and I encourage you to at
least write your email down for
everything that looks interesting.
What’s a few extra emails a week?
Try whatever strikes your
fancy. Go rush a sorority or fraternity—it’s a great opportunity to
meet people you might never have
seen before. Go to concerts—the
Band Booking Committee (BBC)
and other groups like to bring
bands, comedians and other
forms of entertainment to campus throughout the term. Go to
professional talks—groups like
Downer Feminist Council (DFC)
and Greenfire often bring speakers to discuss topics related to
their respective charters. Go to
a different club every week—
shameless plug for Quiz Bowl, we
play academic trivia twice a week,
usually on Monday and Thursday
nights in Science Hall.
All that being said, I understand not everyone is that extroverted; actively seeking out new
acquaintances can be stressful.

Research

continued from page 2
which was a challenge in and of
itself, they were able to excite the
atoms into a state that has not yet
been thoroughly studied by modern science. Observing differences
in the subtle gradations of the
state change, known as “hyperfine
splittings,” Lindley was able to collect data that provides insight into
the nuclei of atoms.
According to Lindley, the
only problem she had with the
program was with its exclusivity. “I know for a fact there were

Big basement parties and concerts
aren’t for everyone and that’s OK.
But have no fear! There’s plenty
of opportunities to get to know
people in smaller group contexts
that are easier to find than you
might think.
Don’t disregard your classmates. Chances are if they’re
signed up for the same class as
you, the two of you have some
mutual interests. I always loved
getting to class early or hanging
out for a bit afterwards and just
chatting with people. I met my
best friend in my freshman year
music theory class. We started
with conversations about homework and our majors and over
time, found we had a lot more in
common than just music theory.
Asking your classmates to grab
some food after class is also a
great strategy (12:30 classes are
just asking for a snack break afterwards).
Your RLAs are another great
resource when it comes to meeting new people; it’s their job to
create a warm and welcoming
community. I spent most nights,
afternoons and entire weekends
of my freshman year in the Plantz
living room. We created one of
the tightest communities I’ve ever
been a part of. Think back to what
you did with your friends in high
school; did you guys get together
and watch movies, play board
games, go bowling? Suggest these
to your RLAs and they can plan
accordingly and create these as
events for your dorm community.
Even just stopping by the front
desk in the evenings before heading up to bed is a great way to
strike up a brief conversation.
Try and get to know some
upperclassmen as well. Don’t
worry; we love freshmen! OK,
maybe not all of us, but a lot of
us do. Chances are we’ve gone
through everything you’re going
through right now. Leadership is
all around you—in ensembles,
instrumental studios, dorm life,
classes and clubs. Everyone is
here to make your introduction to
Lawrence a positive one.
Lawrence is full of original
characters. There’s a group out
there for everyone and you never
know where it might be found.
Send in your questions to
lawrentian@lawrence.edu and
have them answered by Sarah,
a double-degree student in her
fifth year at Lawrence.

some people who wanted to get
the positions who didn’t which is
a shame because I know everyone
in my class was very qualified for
it,” Lindley said.
When asked if the research
lived up to her expectations,
Lindley, without any hesitation
replied, “Actually, I think it surpassed them…My favorite part
was learning about the theory,
realizing that I was actually doing
science and realizing that I actually could do science!”
Eddie
Elizondo
also
remained at Lawrence for on
-campus research using machine
learning to create a program that

1. We live in Wisconsin.
Everyone’s your neighbor.
Having lived in this state my
whole life, I can attest to this. Wave
at pedestrians and they wave
back. The friendly and accepting
demeanor you encounter among
the people of Wisconsin is an
excellent thing to bring to campus. Everyone wants to be friends,
so appreciate their open-ness and
offer it up in return. Have conversations with other students; ask
them questions and wave to them.
If they see you have time for them,
they will have it for you.
2. Keep time for yourself. A
good schedule always leaves
time for relaxing.
Lawrence is a busy place.
There are a million different ways
to become involved on-campus as
well as off-campus, and it can be
tempting to try and take everything on. If you want to remain
sane, you need to take time for
yourself. 20 minutes lying on the
grass can be the most beneficial
part of your day.
3. Enjoy the Warch Campus
Center.
So much is offered there.
The Info Desk workers will help
you with just about anything you
need to find. The fourth floor is a
wonderful study space (especially
after 2 a.m.) And the food, both in
the Café and Andrew Commons, is
worthwhile. Although commons
food may become a bit repetitive,
no college student is against having a buffet dinner offered daily.
4. A little campus doesn’t mean
only a little fun.

Although you can walk from
one end to the other in about
10 minutes, campus is filled with
people who, like you, are determined to get the most out of their
college experience. Ask around
about parties, events, volunteering and anything else you’re interested in. There’s always something going on.

5. Upperclassmen already finished their freshman year.
Duh. However, this means
that everyone here was in the
exact same position that you are
now. Believe me, we all remember what it’s like. Upperclassmen
have taken the classes (Freshman
Studies, we all go through it!) and
know the teachers. They learned
the ropes and are always willing
to help. Heed their advice, but
make your own decisions.
6. Your RLA wants to help you.
RLAs want to see you succeed
like a mama bird wants to see her
chicks fly from the nest. They will
do whatever they can to help you
and make sure you have a fun
time, from setting up projects/
activities in the dorms, to having
open room hours to lend an attentive ear. Yes, they’ll try to keep you
in line, but really, better them than
security or the Appleton Police
Department. They don’t want to
be the bad guys, and if you really
talk to them, they can be true
friends.

7. 8:30 isn’t a mourning time.
Take early classes. If it’s a
class you really want to take, bite
the bullet and drag yourself out of
bed. While it’s painful now, you’ll
have the rest of the day for homework, socializing, or working. At
the end of the day, while hav-

ing dinner in the commons you
can look back and see how much
more you got done, instead of
remaining comatose until one in
the afternoon.
8. Focus—But diversify.
You’re here to get a degree.
And while you know you have
to satisfy requirements, don’t
be against setting aside time for
topics you never had a chance
to explore in high school. Attend
concerts. Show up to a physics lecture. Do what you can to change
up where you go and what you
do in a day, you’ll meet more people with different interests and
maybe find an interest you didn’t
even know you had.

9. Talk with your professors.
Whether it’s for help in
a class, advice on how to study
or manage time or just to learn
more about them, get to know
the adults who are trying to instill
vital knowledge. More so than
any other institution, the staff at
Lawrence wants you to succeed.
10. Know yourself.
Do what you want; ignore
those that said you couldn’t and
listen to those who always knew
you could. Take your experiences
of the past and throw yourself
into the future. Follow your interests, branch out and try something you’ve never tried before.
Have fun. Over the next four years
you’ll meet lifelong friends, learn
more than you ever have before
and find yourself transforming into the person you always
wanted to be. But remember, don’t
stress. It’s only college, after all.

The importance of getting involved early
Devin Ross
A&E Editor

_______________________

While freshman year is many
things (exciting, challenging, sleep
deprived), it is definitely not easy.
Adjusting to a new lifestyle and
living away from home can be
hard, and at times lonely. Many
freshmen go through periods
of unhappiness related to their
workload, the feeling of not knowing where they belong and being
far from any of the comforts that
might come from family.
Ask any upperclassman at
Lawrence and they will tell you
that we all went through it at
some point, and yes, there are
ways to get out of that funk. One
sure fire way that I found worked
for me was getting more involved.
During freshman year everyone tends to drift from friend
group to friend group, hoping to
find people that they can relate
to. An easy way to find some
fast friends is to join a club that
interests you. Right off the bat

would predict which students
were at risk of dropping out of
school using anonymous, but real
data from Lawrence University.
Machine learning involves programs that can adjust themselves
and it at times involved running
a program without knowing all
of what is happening behind the
scenes.
Elizondo was the only student studying computer sci-

you know the other people there
have a similar interest, and (if
you’re like me) it gives you something to talk about until you feel
more comfortable with the people around you. The people you
meet in these groups can help
you expand to other parts of the
campus as well. Who knows, you
might even discover an interest
in something you never thought
you would.
Joining a group can also give
you a sense of purpose on campus, besides classes. While classes
are, of course, the most important, you cannot let them consume every minute of your day or
you will go crazy. Joining a group
will give you something to do for
yourself. It will provide you with
a break in your day when you do
not have to stress about papers or
exams or your roommates latest
crazy antics.
Finally, getting involved can
help you with one aspect of your
life that most freshmen have lots
of trouble with—time management. Groups have meeting times,
events and activities for you to

ence at Lawrence this summer,
and he discovered the opportunity through his professor, Prof.
Krebsbach, who asked him if he
would like to continue his independent study on machine learning during the summer. “Working
one on one with a professor, it was
amazing. He just kept me on track.
I had a Ph.D. professor telling me
what steps I would need to take to
accomplish my goal.”

attend. With that in mind, you
actually have to show up to them,
usually on time. You will be forced
to schedule around conflicts and
do your homework in anticipation
of being busy at certain times.
While it will certainly take you
a few weeks to figure this out
(which I am sure will involve at
least a couple all nighters) by the
time eighth week rolls around you
will be forced to have at least
a moderate sense of time management, which will be extremely helpful throughout your four
years at Lawrence.
Next Friday, September 19,
is the date of the activities fair on
campus. I highly suggest all of you
attend. All of the clubs and organizations on campus will have
booths where you can learn more
about them and sign up to receive
their emails. You can always sign
up to get emails, even if you are
not sure if you want to commit!
You can decide later what events
you want to attend. Good luck
newbies; we cannot wait to meet
you!
Elizondo
believes
his
research will be useful in the
future for Lawrence University
and also that he learned a lot
about his own future.
“I think that this has made
me think about going into grad
school. I really loved the research
aspect and this really taught me
about what research is,” Elizondo
said.

COLLEGE AVE. & APPLETON
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Susannah Miller
Columnist

Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

____________________________________

To all the freshmen reading this:
Welcome to Lawrence University! To all of
the upperclassmen: Welcome back! Over
the next year, we will experience a wide
range of events, get the chance to try a
number of activities and fields and learn
a lot of new things about ourselves, others
and the world at large. It’s overwhelming,
but that’s okay!
Naturally, we’re going to want to do
everything, but there’s a lot to sort through,
and you don’t want to end up paralyzed by
choice. Here is a selection of events that are
coming up in the next few weeks you might
want to check out:
SOUP
Presents:
Maui
Wowi
Smoothies! (September 15 at noon on the
second floor of the Warch Campus Center)
What more needs to be said besides
this: There are free smoothies, you can get
a good taste for one of the most prominent
extracurricular groups at Lawrence and you
get to meet new and interesting people!
Theatre Arts Department Annual
Meeting (September 15 at 4:30 p.m. in
the Cloak Theatre)
For all aspiring actors, this is the place
to go. You’ll meet everyone you’ll be working with and competing for parts against,
not to mention that you’ll learn what productions are coming up at Lawrence this
year. (Side note: The auditions for the musical, “Godspell,” start a couple of hours later
at the Music-Drama Center and continue
on for a couple days after, so be prepared.)
This is a wonderful opportunity to begin or
establish your dramatic career at Lawrence!
Faculty Recital: Bill Carrothers, Jazz
Piano (Wednesday, September 17 at 8
p.m. in Harper Hall)
For all of you incoming Conservatory
students: Welcome to a huge part of your
life for the next four to five years—the
recitals, in which you will see basically
everything, and experience a wide variety
of sounds, techniques and approaches to
music. For everyone else: Recitals are fun!
You get to hear some amazing stuff and it
is always worth checking out! You never
know, you may indeed become a huge fan
of whatever you hear!
Matriculation Convocation (Thursday,
September at 11:10 a.m. in the Chapel)
Yes, attendance at these is basically
mandatory. This is in no way a bad thing, as
Lawrence convocation’s are typically excellent and have a wide range and variety of
topics. Also, you get to submit suggestions
for upcoming convocations, so who knows,
yours might get chosen! Come in, sit down,
and be enlightened; you’ll be doing it a lot!

____________________________________

If you’ve settled into your new rooms
and need a cup of coffee or merely need a
place to get to know your new roommate,
here are some of the best Appleton coffee
shops. You can also send your parents to
one when they come for the Fall Festival
and you still have an essay to write.
Harmony Café

coffee is amazing. They have a large range
of fair trade and decaf coffees and teas as
well as snacks. Their combination of great
coffee and reasonable prices makes this my
favorite coffee shop when I have the time.
If you are looking for iced coffee, I highly
recommend the Ethiopian!

Atlas Coffee Mill
Atlas Coffee Mill is not on College
Avenue but overlooks the Fox River at 425
W. Water Street. Both a restaurant and
a café, the Mill is open Monday through
Friday from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. and on the
weekend from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. They have
a balcony overlooking the river; lots of coffees and teas, both hot and iced; a very good
selection of food and an art boutique.
Copper Rock Coffee Company

Located just two blocks from the
campus center at 233 E. College Avenue,
Harmony is almost as much Lawrence’s
café as is Pat’s Coffee in the Warch Campus
Center. Harmony is open from 7 a.m. to 9
p.m. throughout the week except on Sunday
s when it is closed. Although Harmony is
not a particularly cheap place to eat or
drink, it has a wonderfully cozy atmosphere
and games. Their organic and fair trade coffee is also much better than on campus, at
least in my West-Coast-coffee-perfectionist
opinion. If you don’t drink coffee, you’ll find
nothing can beat their Indian pepper-spiced
chai! They provide free Wi-Fi, you can book
meeting rooms on the third floor and they
host daily events including jazz nights, Folk
Music Open Jam, LBGT Partnership meetings, poetry nights and meetings of the Fox
Valley Free Thinkers.

N Drew St
History Museum
at the Castle

N Durkee St

Hunan 1
Erbert & Gerbert’s

N Morrison St

Located at 210 W. College Avenue Suite
B, Copper Rock Coffee is open 6:30 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 6:30 a.m.
to midnight on Friday, 7 a.m. to midnight on
Saturday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Copper Rock has good coffee, good food and
a very comfortable couch for studying. It
does seem to be tailored to business people,
so the atmosphere is not as comforting
as Harmony or some of the other cafés.

El Patron Mexican
Grill & Bar

Aspen Coffee and Tea

Acoca Coffee

N Appleton St

Sadly, this café is too far away for a
quick coffee break: it is about 15 to 20 minutes away from campus, at 500 W. College
Avenue. Fortunately, it is open later than
most: 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Friday, 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m. on Saturday and 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
on Sunday. The walls have lovely murals,
plants create a jungle-like atmosphere in
contrast to a Wisconsin winter and the

Located at 107 E. College Avenue,
Aspen is almost as close as Harmony. Aspen
is open Monday through Friday from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Sundays from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. It has free
Wi-Fi, a comfortable seating area with both
tables and sofas and a cozy atmosphere
with exceptionally handsome mugs. The
coffee and tea are delicious, as is the wide
selection of food.

Copper Rock
Coffee Company

N Superior St

Photos by Abedin Rafique

Get out and explore the Fox Valley’s offerings
Margaret Koss and Regan Martin
Staff Writers

_______________________________________________

If you like shopping:
1. The Thrift Shoppe. It’s a 15-minute walk from campus, but it’s completely
worth it. You’ll find amazing, strange things,
like sweaters with dogs on them, and you
might even come across books that you
need for class.
2. Fox River Mall. The regular shopping
shuttle will take you to the largest mall in
the state of Wisconsin, where you’ll find
everything you’d expect from a mall. Be
sure to follow a trip to the mall with a trip
to the Thrift Shoppe for a guilt-free shopping experience.
3. Blue Moon Emporium. Walk down
College Ave. a few blocks to find a smattering of handmade goods from local artisans,
perfect for gifts or decor.
4. Top Spins. For those of you that say
“Seriously, it sounds better on vinyl,” this is

the place to go.

If you like the outdoors:
1. High Cliff State Park. High Cliff is a
30-minute drive from campus, but it boasts
hilly hiking trails and a lengthy lakeshore.
It’s perfect for Saturdays away from the
frenzied activity at Lawrence, and you can
often go there with the Outdoor Recreation
Club.
2. Saturday Farmer’s Market. Every
Saturday morning on College Avenue, vendors set up booths and tables filled with
fresh, healthy produce and deep-friend
cheese curds. Pair the food with live musicians and you’ll find that the farmer’s market is reason enough to wake up early on
Saturday mornings.
If you like cultural things:
1. The Trout Museum of Art. On some
rainy day, we plan on visiting the art muse-

um, and you should too. They have a large
collection of regional, national and international art, as well as special events throughout the year. The building currently features
a giant sculpture of Cat in the Hat, so it must
be a fun time.
2. The History Museum at The Castle.
This museum has rotating exhibits of all
kinds during the year, as well as a permanent exhibit about magician Harry Houdini,
who grew up in Appleton. Harmony Café
is currently hosting the museum’s latest
pop-up exhibit, “A Stone of Hope: Black
Experiences in the Fox Cities,” which was
researched in part by Lawrence students.
3. The Fox Cities Performing Arts
Center. The PAC is Appleton’s venue for
all things theatrical and musical! “Wicked”
was here at the end of last year, and “Book
of Mormon” comes through next week, so
watch for updates throughout the year on
upcoming shows.

N Division St

Fox Cities
Performing Arts
Center

N Walnut St
Acoca Coffee

E College Ave

Must see events Top coffee shops in Appleton
to start the year
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S Drew St

The College Avenue meal plan Welcome Week
6. Josef’s Gyros & Kabobs.

Anastasia Skliarova

Taste of Thai

Staff Writer

________________________________

S Durkee St
Harmony Café
Blue Moon Emporium
The Wooden Nickel

We Lawrentians are incredibly lucky
to have the access that we do to the food on
campus. Not every college is so fortunate to
have the variety, quantity and quality that
we do. That said, even the café, corner store
or commons can get a little old after a while.
And—gasp!—there will be evenings when
you want to order food after midnight.
As a senior versed in the art of pizza
orders (certain restaurants may or may not
recognize my voice over the phone), gyro
analysis and sandwich inhalation, I feel
compelled to share my ten favorite College
Avenue eateries.
1. Topper’s Pizza.

S Morrison St

Toppers

Josef’s Gyros
& Kabobs

Aspen Coffee and Tea
S Oneida St

Trout Museum of Art

S Appleton St
Top Spins

Ordering Topper’s has grown into
a sort of cultural tradition at Lawrence.
Something about the combination of dairy
and carbohydrates leads to a marked
improvement in morale. Late night study
session? You should probably order
Topper’s. Heartbreak? You may have to
order Topper’s. Has the party gone on too
long? Time for some Topper’s.
When in doubt, get a triple order of
Topperstix. It may seem excessive, but people will come out of the woodwork to “help”
you finish.

W College Ave

2. Sal’s Pizza. Yes, I listed the pizza
places next to one another, what of it?
Sal’s is a little farther from campus than
Topper’s, but that makes it more of an experience. You may have to weave in and out of
crowds of barhopping folks to get there on
the weekends, but believe me, when victory
tastes like pizza, the trek is worth it. Order
by the slice and get piping-hot deliciousness.
If you go during the day, you can get
free garlic knots (the fluffiest of rolls, drizzled with buttery magic—a spiritual experience, to be sure).
3. Erbert & Gerbert’s.

S Superior St

This sandwich place is yet another
Lawrentian staple with a surprisingly wide
array of flavors and options. It’s close to
campus and open late; if you want a cup of
soup or like thirty sandwiches and a million
bags of chips, Erbs & Gerbs will cure what
ails you. Get a loyalty card—every 11th
sandwich free.

Sal’s Pizza

S Walnut St

4. Harmony Café. This little coffee
shop has small bakery treats, live music
and lovely beverages. These components
are especially helpful during the winter
months. The atmosphere is the real selling point here: Harmony is the cozy coffee
bar your little collegiate heart has always
dreamed of.

5. El Patron Mexican Grill & Bar. I
love this restaurant because of the great
service, the consistently good food and the
option for a gyro platter (I strongly believe
the world needs more gyros). The best part
of El Patron, though, is the one waitress
who just wants everyone to dance and be
happy. Shimmy your shoulders a little, be
a good sport and you will probably get the
world’s biggest smile from her in return.

in retrospect;
Upperclassmen
perspectives
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

________________________________

This hole-in-the-wall restaurant is
actually in Soldier’s Square, but drifting
a little bit off the beaten path of College
Ave. will be good for you. So will the gyros.
These are good gyros, so good the scent
works its way into your soul. Plus, Josef
himself is just a tiny bit surly and takes
pride in his food, both of which are qualities
I seek in restaurant owners.

7. The Wooden Nickel. This grill is
also a bar, which means at around 6 p.m.,
only those older than 21 can hang out. Have
no fear, though, their burgers and chippers
are just as delicious at 5 p.m. This spot is
definitely the most Wisconsin of this list’s
eateries—cheese makes up about half of
their menu and it is good.
8. Copper Rock Coffee Company.

Gelato, good coffee, artisanal sandwiches and a live performance space make
Copper Rock a great place to get away
from campus, if only for a few hours. Bring
a book, sip your drink and hunker down
in their couches. Think about doing your
homework. And hell, treat yourself to a cinnamon roll.

9. Hunan 1. Inexpensive Chinese food
may prove to be of more comfort than
you ever thought possible. I like General
Tso’s chicken, but Hunan has plenty more
options, many of which are on the Lawrence
menu, the discount they so kindly provide
to us college kids. If and when the temperature drops to below zero, their egg drop
soup will become your new best friend.
10. Taste of Thai.

So close to Lawrence, this restaurant is
practically on campus. Taste of Thai is good
for fancier dinners and for lunch buffets
(the best of both worlds!). Beware: if you
smell Taste of Thai’s spicy, savory ambrosia
wafting down the avenue, you will immediately want to schedule a meal with friends.
All of these places were listed in no
particular order, because I love all my children equally (and because the thought of
ranking these unique, memory-filled establishments left me in the throes of an existential crisis). Welcome to your new home
—eat up and enjoy!
Photos by Abedin Rafique

Love it or hate it, that first week at
Lawrence has to happen. The first steps in
the journey, the first line of the essay, the
opening credits of the movie. It has to start
somewhere. As Welcome Week draws to a
close, The Lawrentian would like to encourage the freshmen to take a moment or two
to think about how it has affected their outlook on collegiate life. By way of assistance,
we have asked several upperclassmen
about their Welcome Week experiences.
We hope that the freshmen will take these
thoughts into consideration when judging
their experiences at Lawrence thus far and
in deciding whether or not this is the right
place for them.
Jazmin Astwood ‘15, theatre arts and
government double major: “I learned that
Lawrence was gonna be a joyride. Some
times were gonna be rocky and some times
were gonna be smooth sailing and I loved
every minute of it. Welcome Week got me
excited to get my next four years started
and as a senior, I can definitely say that
Welcome Week was one of the BEST times
I’ve had at Lawrence because I just got to
live! And it got me excited because I realized then all the things I wanted to get done
before I graduated. So live, learn, explore
and love! WELCOME TO LAWRENCE!”
Zach Martin ‘16, economics major, psychology minor, with an interdisciplinary
study in innovation & entrepreneurship:
“Not everyone is as open and welcoming
as the people during Welcome Week, but
that week shows you that when you need
it there are people around who do care and
will help you. Lawrence can be an incredibly enjoyable place filled with adventure
and self-discovery, but it can also be a
stressful place filled with pressure and difficult decisions. Either way, welcome week
shows you that you’re not alone.”

Kevin Buckhalton Jr. ‘17, Undecided: “I
loved all of the activities that were held! It
really gave me a chance to meet people and
just get to know my freshman peers. The
thing that I loved the most is that all of the
leaders were so enthusiastic about what
they were doing and made Lawrence seem
like a welcoming place. Welcome Week definitely gave me an overwhelmingly positive
outlook on Lawrence!”
Diana Szteinberg ‘15, environmental
studies major and physics minor: “I think
that Welcome Week is a rite of passage
and that everyone should take advantage
of it. Even if most of the people I met during Welcome Week aren’t in my group of
friends now, I still got to see my freshman
class and that’s something that we all share.
After Welcome Week the whole campus
seems to mix together but that first week is
what you share exclusively with YOUR class
until senior year. I think that’s the most
important function it serves.”

Shana Pike ‘17, gender studies and
environmental studies double major:
“Between the speeches and icebreaker
activities, Welcome Week broke down any
and all of the negative feelings and nerves
I had. That, and it convinced me that everyone at Lawrence must breathe caffeine or
was unnaturally energetic! Overall, I think
it was an integral part of why I felt so
comfortable and included by the time the
returning students stepped on campus.”
Catiel Galindo Zarate ‘16, Spanish
and psychology double major, minor in
Latin American studies: “It saves you a

See page 6
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FALL TERM SPORTS PREVIEW
by Zach Ben-Amots

Cross Country
With fresh recruits and a
strong freshman class, both the
men’s and women’s cross country teams are expecting great
things this season. In their
first meet at the St. Norbert
Invitational last month, the
women took third place and
the men grabbed sixth.
There is an almost tangible excitement within the
cross country program this
year. Multiple runners have
expressed confidence in their
teams’ ability this year. “We
have a shot at the conference title and we’re definitely
going for it,” said junior Clare
Bruning. This year’s MWC
Championships will be at home
on November 1.

Football
The Lawrence football
team has been struggling heavily in the Midwest Conference
(MWC) and has finished under
.500 every season since 2006.
Despite their lack of overall team success, the Vikings
offense thrived last year
with star quarterback Luke
Barthelmess at the helm.
This season, the team will
have a lot of work to do to
fill the void left by Bathelmess’
graduation and to improve
and compete within the MWC.
Sophomore and Appleton
native Tanner Schuh will take
over under center and try to
find the same results on offense
through a more pass-heavy system.
The team will also have
to work through a transition

at head coach after the unexpected resignation of head
coach Mike Barthelmess last
week. As the program begins
a national search for the next
head coach, co-offensive coordinator and offensive line coach
Chris Harris will serve in an
interim position.

Women’s Tennis
The Lady Vikings got off to
a strong start this season with
wins over Milwaukee School
of Engineering and Marian
College. The team hopes to
carry the momentum of their
current 2-1 record into the
weekend as the travel to play
the next four games away from
home.
“We have a big team with
a lot of variety this year and
we all seem to be capitalizing
well on each other’s strengths.
I’m excited to see what we will
accomplish in these next couple
months,” said senior and team
captain Hannah Geoffrey.
Volleyball
The Lawrence volleyball
team successfully recruited
ten incoming freshmen for the
2014 season, making up more
than half of this year’s roster.
This means a younger core with
more potential. After struggling
to gain their footing at the start
of the season, LU’s volleyball
team gathered their first win
of the 2014 season against the
University of Dubuque last
week.
“We brought in a lot of talent and we are excited to continue to work on our goal of getting numbers on our banner,”

said senior Betsy Sorensen. “Its
going to be a fun year and we
cant wait to start conference
play.”
Women’s Soccer
Women’s soccer at LU
is hoping to get back to the
MWC Championships for the
first time since 2010. They
have not gotten off to the start
they hoped for this season, but
with a solid mixture of young
recruits and veteran talent, the
Lady Vikings are feeling optimistic about the season.
“We have a lot of new teammates that are really strong and
our team is very close,” said
junior Lucy Brown. “I think
it’s gonna be a great season.”
Brown and her teammate are
hoping to lead their team out
of this rut against Concordia
College on September 13.

Men’s Soccer
The LU men’s soccer team
is looking to gain their first
win of 2014 as they approach
the third week of the season.
The Vikings’ roster features ten
returning sophomores and six
incoming freshman to boast
another Lawrence team with
a young core and increasing
talent.
“We have the talent, it’s
just a matter of capitalizing
when we get opportunities
and increasing our time of
possession,” said sophomore
Joe Krivit. The men’s soccer
team will face the University
of Wisconsin at Fox Valley in a
“reserve game” on September
15 at 5 p.m.

Packers’ success in 2014
hinges on defense
Reid Trier
Staff Writer

______________________

There is a lot to be said about
the Packers’ preseason losses.
Nose tackle B.J. Raji tore his bicep
in the Packers third preseason
game, while offensive tackle Don
Barclay tore his ACL in practice
before playing a single preseason
snap.
You can also add emerging
center J.C. Tretter and rookie
receiver Jared Abbrederis to that
list with knee injuries.
The injury bug has bitten the team harder than Tyson
on Holyfield, but Packer nation
has been through this countless
times. So let us rejoice in a healthy,
yoga-strong Aaron Rodgers and
an improved defense, as we look
ahead to 2014.
High-octane offense
Opposing defenses will lose
sleep before facing the duo of
Rodgers and Eddie Lacy. Last year,
Lacy added much needed stability to a previously gaping hole on
offense, en route to Rookie of the
Year honors.
He looked like a battering
ram this preseason and should see
his workload in the passing game
increase. If Lacy adds receiving
to his repertoire, a whole new
dimension could be added to the
offense.
On the other hand, many
believe the tight end position is
the missing link in this offense.
Rookie Richard Rodgers is currently penciled in as the starter,
but do not be surprised if he turns
heads this season.
He has already earned praise
for his run blocking, which is
especially impressive for a young
tight end. If Rodgers sticks to his
assignments and plays within
himself, Andrew Quarless could
find himself buried on the depth
chart.
The tight end position is not
primed for many catches this sea-

Retrospect
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Fall Term parties to look forward to
Abedin Rafique
Photo Editor

____________________________________

You’re in college. You’ve
moved in, made some friends during Welcome Week, maybe even
wandered into a dorm/house
other than yours. The ice-breakers you thought you were too cool
for—because come on, you can
make friends on your own—are
also coming to an end. This means
that campus parties will be a crucial component of your social life
at Lawrence; and while Project X
never happens on this campus,
we host some great social events.
Below is a brief, incomplete list
of Fall Term parties to mark your
calendars for—created from an
absolutely biased, opinionated
perspective.

1. Back
to
School
KickBack—Black Student Union
will be hosting the first campus
party this year, on this Saturday
(September 13). This is your
chance to get to know the newest house on the quad, interact
with other freshmen and meet the
upperclassmen who’ve returned.
We’ve been promised a variety
of music and dancing, and we’re
excited!
2. LU Live—The first official introduction to concerts at
Lawrence, LU Live features performances by Lawrence bands
at Esch/Hurvis (Warch Campus
Center). Several campus bands
started their careers from LU Live,
so if you’re an aspiring musician
and sufficiently sociable to form
a band, you can perform! As a
spectator you may also have the

opportunity to vote for your favorite performance on Friday, Sept.
19, following the activities fair.
3. Togas and Techno—
The classic party theme made
popular by Animal House, Togas
and Techno has been Sigma Phi
Epsilon’s (SigEp) signature party
for years, inducting freshmen into
fraternity parties. Scheduled for
the first weekend after classes
(September 20), we’re expecting
Wriston Amphitheater to light up
for some serious Greek-themed
fun. Thrift Shoppe has a small collection of bed sheets, while a trip
to Wal-Mart will get you a wide
selection of fabrics by the yard.
There are several YouTube tutorials on wearing togas, but you’ll
probably find a pro down the hall
willing to help you. It might be
wise to leave your cell phone and

lot of trouble when it comes to
asking questions about financial
aid, meal plans, bank accounts,
Viking Gold, et cetera. I know this

keys in the room—togas don’t
have pockets.
4. Beta Beach Bash—14
tons of sand, swimsuit clad guests,
and loud music: a tried and tested
recipe for greatness. You’ll know
it’s beach bash weekend when you
see a bunch of Beta brothers furiously shoveling sand into their
basement. Get your bikinis and
bro-tanks ready, but you might
want to keep a jacket handy for
that walk back to Colman at 2 a.m.
Watch out for the sand, too—it’s
nice to leave most of it outside the
dorms.
5. Halloween at Co-Op—
Several residence halls and campus organizations host events
on Halloween, but the Saturday
night crowd finds its way to Union
Street for an ever exciting costume party. Live music keeps
spirits high on the dance floor,
while conversations flow about
bizarre costumes. The organizers

son, which further explains the
Packers push to give Eddie Lacy
more opportunities in the pass
game. Of course, the offense will
go where Aaron Rodgers takes
them, but quality tight end play
and Lacy as a legitimate receiving threat are what can make this
offense the best in the league.
Defensive Dilemma
The Packers safeties produced zero interceptions last year.
Yes, zero. That has to defy the laws
of nature in some way.
This year is a fresh outlook,
as rookie HaHa Clinton-Dix should
split time with starter Micah Hyde
at free safety, Casey Hayward is
back as a nickel cornerback, and
Julius Peppers is set to compliment Clay Matthews off the edge.
These additions all came without any key departures from last
year’s defense.
Still, concern lies with the
defensive line and inside linebackers.
The Packers desperately need
someone to fill the B.J. Raji sized
hole at NT. Letroy Guion and Mike
Pennel are left to that responsibility, so expectations should be low
to begin the season.
Pennel has flashed promise
in the preseason, while Guion
must work himself into the fold
after missing most of training
camp with a hamstring injury.
As for inside linebackers, the
problem is not centered on tackling, but sheer playmaking ability.
A.J. Hawk and Brad Jones
have been deservedly criticized
for their lack of instincts against
the pass.
After all, how many times
have you heard Joe Buck say, “Over
the middle!” while opposing QB’s
threw darts to wide open receivers against a hapless Packers D?
My guess is somewhere between
45 and 100.
2014 is the year for someone to breakout on this defense.
Packer fans can only hope this
happens in the front seven.
might sound cheese or funny but
its true—Welcome Week was
very welcoming. It showed me
how nice, outgoing and helpful the
people at Lawrence are from the
very beginning. It made me feel
like I was in the right place.”
have been impressed by Bubonic
Plague costume in the past and
encourage guests to push the
boundaries of costumes in terms
of abstractness or functionality
(Rog vending machine?).
6. Honorable
Mentions
—Art House (Union Street),
Greenfire (Boldt Way), Outdoor
Recreation Club (ORC, Boldt Way)
and Sinfonia (Union Street) host
fantastic parties, often with live
music by campus bands and visiting performers. Watch out for
their posters to know more about
upcoming events.
Campus parties are a great
way to socialize with people and
step out from your eventful lives,
and they’re always open to everyone (unless the space has exceeded fire code capacity). Be safe and
respectful while you’re having fun,
and make sure you wake up to
remember the night. Also, don’t
overshare on Facebook.
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All advice is bad advice Relax, Lawrentians are friendly people
(don’t listen to anyone)
I set foot on campus with a
vastly different mindset as a freshman than when I first encountered campus as a prospective
student. My campus visit was full
of excitement and awe, and it left
me feeling inspired. The musicians that performed for visiting
students mesmerized me.
Once I became a student, that
excitement was replaced with
the anxiety that I would not be
able to match up to the talent I
was exposed to. When I applied, I
doubted I would be accepted, and
thought my financial limitations
would keep me from attending
even if I got in.
While I was thankful for the
opportunity to attend Lawrence,
I was intimidated by my new surroundings and fretted over my
indecision about picking a major.
Looking back at my freshman
year, I recognized mistakes that
could have been avoided if I had
relaxed and maintained a different mindset.
Lawrence is an exceptionally
friendly community. I was encouraged by how much people care for
one another and actively communicate, even in passing. With campus maps in hand and rotating in
an awkward circle evaluating my
surroundings, I essentially had,
“I am a prospective student” tattooed onto my forehead during
my campus visit.
Several students took the
time to offer guidance and the

opportunity to ask questions
about the school while also taking a genuine interest in what
brought me to their university. As
a freshman, I was welcomed with
this same treatment and care,
which helped me adjust to my
new surroundings.
Despite the pleasant atmosphere on campus, it is easy to
be intimidated by the levels of
academic and musical rigor that a
student just leaving high school is
thrown into. As a member of the
Conservatory, one of my biggest
stressors was how I would rise to
the same level of musicianship as
my peers in the conservatory and
not question if I belonged in that
environment.
I felt eager to prove myself,
and worried about where I would
fit in the ensembles. Like many
other students in the Con, I had
become accustomed to sitting in
the hot seat in my section, playing
in honors bands and excelling in
my music program. The longer
that I spent time in Lawrence’s
Conservatory, the more I realized
how laid back the competition is;
then, I was able to relax.
Everyone here wants to see
their peers perform to the best
of their ability, and upperclassmen are eager to aid freshman.
While we might be at different
ability levels entering and leaving Lawrence, all members of the
community actively engage in
helping each other achieve tremendous self-growth.
While adjusting to the new
environment, choosing a major
may be another stressor. Outside
pressures made me want to make

a hasty, conclusive decision on my
major. At the time, it seemed like
one of the biggest choices I had to
make, but in reality that question
was trivial. I wasn’t ready to make
that decision based on the experiences I had from high school
alone; not many freshmen are.
At Lawrence, students are not
only here to expand their understanding of specific topics, but
also to learn about themselves. By
taking classes and participating
in clubs that interest you, determining a major gets easier and
nearly falls into place. In a conflict
of deciding between two majors,
both can be achieved in the span
of only four or five years. You
can always working on general
requirements while you evaluate
your options.
While it may seem like the
biggest choice you ever have to
make, worrying excessively only
takes away from the experiences
that are available on campus. Stay
aware and present while handling
one day at a time.
Lawrence can be a scary place
in the beginning, and you may
not know what you’re doing yet,
but everyone has been a freshman
at one point. There are tons of
resources and people at your disposal. You may make a lot of mistakes the first year, but all of them
will be great learning experiences
you can remember through the
rest of your college career. Relax,
you are going to do great!

we allow ourselves to fear the
imminent threat of a full Russian
invasion while acknowledging
every day the presence of covert
Russian forces and supplies within Eastern Ukraine.
And even in America, the
distinction between police and
military has begun to blur and,
in spite of blatantly unjust violence against black Americans,
many white Americans continue
to dispute the involvement of our
police in a 400-year-old system of
conflict and oppression.
In short, these violent actors,
among others, work in shadows
and in plain sight while following
complex, modernized strategies.
Separated from most of that
literal conflict, we as a nation face
regular political conflicts regarding our responses to those situations. For example, we may at
this point predict that President
Obama’s foreign policy legacy
will include the term “targeted
airstrikes,” in spite of the public’s inclination toward post-Iraq/
Afghanistan isolationism.
With any foreign policy of
that sort comes criticism and
debate akin to both “Doctor
Atomic” and the “Gita.” Do we have
the authority, or even an obligation, to act? If so, what is the most
effective and ethical use of our
incredible military power, foreign

intelligence and influence? Please
incorporate concepts from Plato’s
“The Republic” in your response,
Mr. President.
As you consume and cogitate
“Doctor Atomic,” “The Battle of
Algiers” and the “Gita,” you absolutely must go beyond the most
basic elements of the works and
think even more broadly than
your professors’ expectations and
lesson plans. Questions such as,
“How can I write a good essay
about this?” are not at all invalid,
but they won’t be nearly as valuable as the connections you will
make to the world outside of, you
know, Briggs.
Because this is somewhat
unique to your class and our generation. If, while investigating the
history of FRST, you read through
Prof. John Dreher’s “Ten Questions
for Freshman Studies Veterans,”
(find it on the LU website), you’ll
find that none of his questions
deal directly with violence.
The only question that even
comes close concerns the difference between “legitimate political
authority and mere power.” That
sort of question is ideally suited
for examining our government’s
role in world affairs and for debating military interventions in violent crises.
Do we intervene as members
of the United Nation’s Security

Council? As members of NATO?
As the most powerful military
power the world has ever seen?
As prophets of democracy? As
God’s favorite nation? What would
Socrates say? (Or ask, rather.)
What would Krishna say? What
would Alison Bechdel say? What
do you say? Have you said it yet?
If you wonder why Prof.
Dreher neglected to probe issues
of war and conflict, please note
that he wrote those questions
in 1995, long before 9/11 and
the resultant American military
endeavors, and probably before
many of you were born. Global
politics and American militarism
have changed substantially in
our lifetimes, such that increased
attention to the nature and history of war in FRST seems to be
essential to a relevant, liberal arts
education.
If you find yourself exhibiting the symptoms of freshman
Studies Fatigue, remind yourself
of the pertinence of this year’s
curriculum. Prof. Corry & Co. are
practically shouting, “Look, we
know your generation is coming
of age amidst the tensions of terrorism, revolutions, coups, police
militarization, etc., so here are
three chances to think long and
hard about the nature of violent
conflicts!” Don’t waste this opportunity.

Jess Morgan

Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor

________________________

You’re about to have your
first day of college, which means
you’ve spent a summer listening
to a whole lot of advice. You’re
probably just about sick of hearing
everyone’s two cents about alcohol, condoms, hitting the books,
having fun, working, not working,
following your passion and passing your classes, and you’re ready
just to jump in and do all of the
things you’re supposed to do—or
not supposed to do.
But here’s just one more
piece of advice to help you cut
through the morass of good intentioned fussing: Forget everything
anyone has ever told you.
The basic idea of advice is
nice: that an older, wiser person
can spare you some of the dirty
work of, you know, living and
learning by giving you a few trite
platitudes.
We’ve all been told not to
touch a button. What do we do?
We touch the button. Often advice
backfires in the same way. Unable
to substitute for actual experience, advice will only muddle your
choices before you even have to
make them.
People’s motives in giving
advice are almost always far from
well intentioned in some way.
In the best case, advice is nothing more than outwardly direct-

ed nostalgia, harmless, but also
unhelpful.
In the worst case, advice is
directed at you as a subtle form
of bragging. So when an upperclassman tells you to make time
for play and not work too hard—
because it’s college, right?—and
then leans back with that selfsatisfied little smile, it’s because
they’re glad they’ve given you an
idea of just how drunk they can
get every other night and still
maintain a B-minus average.
If you’re in the Conservatory
you’ll need to steel yourself even
more. If you haven’t heard “Only
pursue music if it’s the only thing
you can imagine yourself doing”
by now, brace yourself for the deluge by reminding yourself that all
advice is terrible.
Being a performer is tough,
so music majors tend to have even
higher than normal anxiety levels, which is like honey to advicegiving bees.
Whether you’re in the Con
or in the college, you should only
listen to advice if it’s immediately useful and straightforward.
For example: “Never buy or rent
textbooks from the campus bookstore.” (That’s a real tip. It’s a
racket.)
All that said, I recognize that
this editorial strongly resembles
a 500-word piece of advice. But
it isn’t, really. I’m suggesting that
you do what you would anyway,
which is live your life, make mistakes and learn from them.

Staff Writer

________________________

Freshman Studies: To degrade, destroy or learn?
Jon Hanrahan

Opinions & Editorials Editor
_________________________

I’m going to argue a very
obvious point: Your Freshman
Studies (FRST) curriculum matters. Gee whiz! Yes, the classes will
immerse you in the liberal arts
and expand your already impressive abilities to consume, discuss
and write. But beyond all that Big
Stuff, the specific works chosen by
Prof. Scott Corry & Co. will prepare you to deal with the Global
Stuff (i.e. Really Big Stuff).
If you examine the curriculum, you’ll notice that this year’s
freshman class will be particularly equipped to understand and
respond to the violent conflicts
that currently affect much of the
world. This learning will occur
during winter term, when three
of the five works—from contrasting disciplines and genres—are
about war.
You’ve got “Doctor Atomic,”
the operatic tale of a scientist
caught up in his nation’s violent
and ethically tricky purposes. Of
course you’ll discuss aesthetic and
musical things, especially if your
professor is from the Con, but
you will most definitely examine
the moral and patriotic obligations that troubled the Manhattan

Project’s scientists.
There’s “The Battle of
Algiers,” the somewhat fictionalized depiction of a nation’s fight
for freedom against French colonialists. After your professors lead
you through the basic elements
of film theory, the lion’s share of
your discussions ought to concern
the motivations and methods of
both warring parties.
Last, and newest to the list,
is the “Bhagavad Gita,” the epic
tale of an Indian prince’s moral
dilemma and one god’s advice.
His crisis on the battlefield, as in
“Doctor Atomic,” pits moral honor
against militaristic national honor.
I don’t want to make any
assumptions about when and how
Professors Corry & Co. design the
curriculum, but this concentration
of violent works certainly reflects
recent events that have kept war
and conflict on our globally collective consciousness.
The natures and origins of
these conflicts are just as varied
as in those three aforementioned
works. Civilians in Syria and Iraq
face in ISIS an enemy that is as
brutal as it is mercurial.
In Gaza, one side committed
atrocities from underground tunnels while the other committed
atrocities in the open, with the
U.S. government’s support.
On the Ukrainian border,
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“What do you hope to accomplish
during your freshman year?”

“Meet a couple of pre-med
requirements and get better
at the trumpet.”
—Devyn Gay

“To not burn soup.”
—Alix Boettcher

“I want to promote
intellectualism in…everywhere
I guess?“
—Kenny Conneen
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which appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s editorial board.

“Not gain 15 pounds…
or 50…”
—Maxx Powell-Kelley

“Find Xbox and Magic the
Gathering friends; paint a bunch.”
—Aedan Gardin

“I want to be in an opera.”
—Kyle Schleife
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—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.

“I want to get my
photography published.”
—Liam Guinan
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encouraged. The editors
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be text attachments.

—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each
submission for clarity, decency
and grammar.

“Make it on to the cover of
one of those [admissions]
pamphlets.”
—Ginger Johnson
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THE LAWRENTIAN
is hiring!
“Start a re-purposing club.”
—Madeira Seaman

We’re looking to hire new Staff
Writers, Photographers and
Illustrators/Graphic Artists
for all sections!
(All positions receive a paid stipend!)

TO BE CONSIDERED FOR A POSITION:

“I really wanna make some
f**king good theatre.”
—Liam Keenan

“I want to meet my best friend
forever.“
—Molly Froman

“Become president.”
—Ojay Naab

“I don’t know, get good grades,
make connections, get involved?”
I was worried with responses
like these that we’d have to use
the class photo for a collective
photo poll. Then I reminded them
that mom had left, that I was looking for some real targets, and the
magic happened.
As bewildered freshmen
combed through their boxes looking for that Bed, Bath and Beyond
bag containing the sheet to cover
their newly lofted beds, they were
struck with perhaps the most
loaded question they’d face until

that first walk of shame across
campus. It was magical.
The re-engineered pizza
crust will probably make that
freshman 15 (or 50) difficult to
avoid. You’ll also learn that listening to Iggy and “Anaconda” without being intellectually involved
can be quite pleasant in controlled
doses. And that one time you
manage to get the soup perfect,
you’ll probably set off the fire
alarm because you forgot about
that popcorn you’d been microwaving. But that would at least be
one small victory, and that’s what

counts.
Freshman year is weird—
far more than the eight pages
of (unsolicited) advice on how
to navigate it will be needed.
But there’s something about
Lawrentians—something that
makes them present a complete
stranger with chocolate cupcakes
an hour after moving in.
So when you’re out there,
doing these things that YOU want
to do, remember that we only give
you advice because we want to
feel older. We have nothing more
figured out than you do.

Fill out our interest form online at:
dft.ba/-lawrentianform
or
visit us at the Activities Fair on
Friday, Sept. 19 @ 7 p.m.
Then join us at our Information Session
on Monday, Sept. 22 @ 7 p.m.
in the Runkel Room
(Warch Campus Center 414)
Contact lawrentian@lawrence.edu or
Editor-in-Chief Emily Zawacki at
emily.e.zawacki@lawrence.edu
with any questions

